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Executive Summary
This report describes the requirements for the HOBBIT platform as these were collected though
the survey that was sent out to the HOBBIT community members. These requirements will serve as
guidelines for (a) the HOBBIT architecture (b) the benchmarks that will be developed in the context
of the project.
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1. HOBBIT Survey
We developed a survey that was subsequently distributed to the HOBBIT community in order to
gather the requirements for the HOBBIT platform and benchmarks. The aim of the fully anonymized
survey was for the HOBBIT consortium to determine how a participant’s’ company or organization
could benefit from the HOBBIT platform.

1.1

HOBBIT Survey Description

The participants were classified in the following categories:
 Solution Providers
 Technology Users
 Scientific Community
Solution Providers were asked:




whether the software under development could have its performance measured using a
benchmark,
which parts of the Linked Data lifecycle the provided solution belongs to and
if they could provide a brief description of the provided services.

Technology Users were asked:




whether they use a third party software to solve a problem,
which parts of the Linked Data lifecycle they outsource and
to provide a brief description of the use case.

Last but not least, the Scientific Community members were asked:



on which part of the Linked Data lifecycle they are working,
which are the Key Performance Indicators they are concerned for their solution and
if they could provide a brief description of their solution.

The participants of the survey were also asked specific questions regarding the characteristics of
the benchmarks that they use or they would like to use. More specifically, if the participants are
already using an existing benchmark to test the performance of their system, we asked them to
indicate the kind of integrated benchmarking solution they are currently using. Furthermore, they
were asked:






to provide a brief description of the benchmark used,
to indicate whether synthetic or real data are used,
to provide a brief description of the employed datasets,
to indicate whether the synthetic data generator or the real data could be made public and
to indicate the approximate size of the dataset in the size of triples.

Finally, the participants were asked whether



they would be interested in discussing and discovering industry-relevant Key Performance
Indicators and
they would be interested in participating in challenges for (their) software to be benchmarked
using new performance indicators.
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When the participants (independently of their profile) were asked "which parts of the Linked Data
lifecycle the provided solution belongs to" (Solutions Provider), "which parts of the Linked Data
lifecycle they outsource" (Technology User), and " which part of the Linked Data lifecycle they are
working on" (Scientific Community) they had to provide an answer from the following list of possible
choices, each one directly associated with a step in the Linked Data Value Chain:








Storage/Querying (Storage and Curation)
Interlinking (Analytics and Processing)
Classification/Enrichment (Analytics and Processing)
Discovery (Visualization and Services)
Extraction (Generation and Acquisition)
Reasoning (Analytics and Processing)
Other

When the participants (independently of their profile) were asked the question "What are the key
performance indicators of your solution?" they had to chose from the following set of answers:





Accuracy (precision, recall, F-measure, mean reciprocal rank)
Correctness
Runtime
Other

When the participants were asked to provide information regarding the benchmarking solutions they
use they were asked to provide one of the following answers:








Storage/Querying (Storage and Curation)
Interlinking (Analytics and Processing)
Classification/Enrichment (Analytics and Processing)
Discovery (Visualization and Services)
Extraction (Generation and Acquisition)
Reasoning (Analytics and Processing)
Other

In order to gain more insight into the kind of benchmarks that the participants use or develop, we
asked in the Survey the nature of the data used in the benchmark. More specifically, we proposed
the participants to use among the following answers:



synthetic data
real data

We also asked the participants whether the data (synthetic or real) could be made available to the
public. Last but not least we asked the participants to let us know the size (in triples). This question
would allow us to understand whether the participant is working on big linked datasets and whether
scalability is of primary concern to the participant. We asked the participant to chose among the
following values:





<10.000
10.000 - 100.000
100.000 - 1.000.000
1.000.000 - 100.000.000
Page 8
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> 100.000.000

In the final Section of the Survey, we asked the participants whether they would be interested in
participating in matters relevant to HOBBIT such as "discussing and discovering industry-relevant
KPIs", "participating in challenges for (your) software to be benchmarked using new performance
indicators?" and finally whether they " would you be willing to pay the HOBBIT association to evaluate
the software?".

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Solution Provider
Technology User
Scientific Community

Figure 1: Distribution of Linked Data Solutions per Profile

1.2

HOBBIT Survey Results

We provide below the results of the Survey discussed in Section 1.1.

1.2.1 Participant Profiles
61 people (representing their organization) participated in the Survey. Table 1 provides the
classification of the participants per profile. The 61 profiles were evenly distributed in the different
categories and it is evident that a participant is associated with multiple profiles.

Profile

Count

Solution Provider

48

Technology User

46

Scientific Community

47
Table 1: Participant Profiles

1.2.2 Linked Data Solutions
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The majority of Solution Providers (49 - 80.3%) answered positively to the question "Are you
developing software that could have its performance measured using a benchmark?". Technology
providers answered positively to the question "[do you] use 3rd parties software for solving a
problem?" (48 - 80%). Last, members of the Scientific Community by a very large majority (49 84.5%) responded positively to the question "are you working on a solution which is part of the Linked
Data Lifecycle?"
Table 2 below shows the answers of the participants regarding the type of Linked Data Solutions
they are interested in when asked one of the following questions:




"which parts of the Linked Data lifecycle the provided solution belongs to" (Solutions
Provider),
"which parts of the Linked Data lifecycle they outsource" (Technology User) and
"which part of the Linked Data lifecycle they are working on" (Scientific Community).

Solution
Provider

Technology
User

Scientific
Community

Storage/Querying

36

32

27

Interlinking

24

25

19

Classification/Enrichment

23

27

24

Discovery

21

21

23

Extraction

18

20

17

Reasoning

18

15

15

Other

2

3

4

Table 2: Linked Data Solutions

Figure 1 provides a graphical representation of the distribution of Linked Data solutions per
participant profile. One can observe that:




solution providers are very interested in Storage and Querying solutions, equally but less
interested in Interlinking, Classification/Enrichment and Discovery. Reasoning and Extraction
seem to interest them significantly but less than the aforementioned solutions,
technology users are mostly interested in Storage/Querying, followed by
Classification/Enrichment and then Interlinking. They are equally but less interested in
Discovery, Extraction and Reasoning and
members of the Scientific Community are very interested in Storage/Querying, followed by
Classification/Enrichment and Discovery. Interlinking, Extraction, and Reasoning follow.

Participants reported that they are also interested in other domains of Linked Data Solutions such
as Reporting/Visualization and Inconsistency Detection ("Other" choice).

1.2.3 Key Performance Indicators
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Participants were also asked the Key Performance Indicators of interest and provided the
following answers in order of importance:
KP1.
KP2.
KP3.
KP4.
KP5.
KP6.
KP7.
KP8.
KP9.

Correctness
Accuracy (precision, recall, F-measure, mean reciprocal rank)
Runtime / Speed
Total triple pattern-wise sources selected
Number of intermediate results
Scalability
Memory usage
CPU usage
Functionality

Figure 2 below provides the number of answers we obtained regarding the Key Performance
Indicators of interest to the participants.
30
25
20
15
10
5

Number of
Answers

0

Figure 2: Key Performance Indicators

Note that KP1, KP2 and KP3 were provided as the only possible answers for the participants to
choose from. From the results we can conclude that scalability is an important indicator for the
participants. The following metrics: "Total triple pattern-wise sources selected", "Number of
intermediate results" are indicators that are also related to scalability since they greatly affect the
performance of Linked Data query engines.

1.2.4 Benchmarks
In the survey, participants were asked whether they are using an existing benchmark to evaluate
their solutions. 50.8% of the participants responded positively to this question (Figure 3).
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Benchmark Use

Yes

49,20%
50,80%

No

Figure 3: Benchmark Use

The responses of the participants regarding the types of benchmarks are shown in Figure 4. One
can detect that the majority of the participants benchmark their storage/querying solutions.
Benchmarks for Classification/Enrichment and Extraction tasks are also broadly used, followed by
the remaining benchmark categories. The benchmarks mostly used by the participants are shown in
Table 3.
Benchmarks Employed
Berlin SPARQL Benchmark (BSBM)

FEASIBLE

Rob Vesse's SPARQL Benchmark platform

GERBIL

FedX

Star Schema Benchmark

LargeRDFBench
Table 3: Employed Benchmarks
30
20
10
0

Number of Answers

Figure 4: Distribution of Benchmarks Used
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The participants answers regarding the types of the employed benchmarks (real vs synthetic)
are shown in Figure 5. 69.2% of the datasets can be made available for the public. The distribution
of dataset sizes can be seen in Figure 6.

Dataset Types
50%
40%
30%
Dataset Types

20%
10%
0%
Synthetic

Real

Combination

Figure 5: Dataset Types

Benchmark Dataset Sizes
10,7

3,6

<10.000
10.000 - 100.000

35,7

10,7

39,3

100.000 - 1.000.000
1.000.000 100.000.000
>100.000.000

Figure 6: Benchmark Dataset Sizes in number of triples

The datasets that the participants use are given below:









SP2Bench
LUBM
Wikidata
Uniprot
Bibsonomy
DBLP
EPrints
L3S DBLP
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2. HOBBIT@ESWC 2016
In ESWC 2016 we conducted the EU HOBBIT Project Workshop where we asked the attendees
to provide us with additional requirements for the HOBBIT platform and Benchmarks. After
introducing the project to the audience, we formed breakout groups, one for each step of the Linked
Data Value Chain where we asked the participants to provide us with their requirements regarding
the benchmarks they are interested in.
In Table 4 we report the questions that we received from the audience and the answers we
provided.
Q1: "Are the benchmarks going to be free"
A1: " During the project, yes, afterwards, it will depend on the ByLaws of the HOBBIT Association"
Q2: " How do you deal with the possibility that only software vendors who know that they will "win",
the submit benchmark results?"
A2: " It's not about "winning", and we will test multiple aspects of the implementations "
Q3: " Do you plan to implement baselines?"
A3: " Yes"
Table 4: Questions from participants @ ESWC 2016 HOBBIT Workshop

We provide below the requirements per breakout group and per step of the Linked Data value
Chain.
I. Generation & Acquisition









Include Context in the proposed HOBBIT Benchmark(s)
Define and Implement Baselines for each Benchmark
KPIs should be defined independently of the Use Cases
HOBBIT Benchmarks should be repeatable
HOBBIT Benchmarks should aim for standard languages
Semantics need to be accounted for in the Benchmark(s)
Stream Reasoning should be considered
Correctness vs Throughput should be considered as KPIs for the Benchmark(s)

II. Analysis & Processing










Validation Benchmark would be useful
HOBBIT Benchmark (s) should consider testing Node Traversal in Top-k manner
In addition to Gold Standard, Human-driven Explanation should be included as well
Learning patterns should be considered
The Linking tool should also consider Federated Datasets
Query Relaxation approaches should be considered
Answer Evolution regarding relaxed queries should be considered
KPIs that should be considered are Execution Time, Memory Consumption, CPU Usage
Benchmarks should be easy to use and interface(s) provided should be simple
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III. Storage & curation







HOBBIT Benchmarks should test different ways of indexing
HOBBIT Benchmarks should be tested against a range of different types of stores
HOBBIT Benchmarks should consider security & access rights although it is hard to have
a full control of this due to the involvement of users
The implementation of HOBBIT Benchmarks should be such that it is easy for systems to
use them
HOBBIT Benchmarks should provide an implementation of query workloads in different
language(s) or provide appropriate conversion tools (e.g., from SPARQL to SQL)
HOBBIT Benchmarks should provide a tool to allow for the validation of the results of
different engines.

IV. Visualisation & services










HOBBIT benchmarks
should take into account
the techniques behind the
services/visualisations (no eye-tracking and so on)
HOBBIT benchmarks should consider the usefulness and the relevance of the returned
results (ease of finding the answer on the client)
HOBBIT developers should consider a comparison regarding the interoperability between
recommender systems
Correctness of the results should be considered as a KPI
Ranking of the results should be tested in HOBBIT benchmarks
There is a need for different levels of correctness for different use cases (especially for
question answering)
Response time should be considered as a KPI
Knowledge-base exploration should be exploited in HOBBIT Benchmarks
Workloads in HOBBIT benchmarks should be based on actual usage patterns

3. HOBBIT Datasets
In this Section we present the datasets that will be used by the project for the design of the
HOBBIT Benchmarks. All data used within HOBBIT is anonymized. The examples provided herein
are taken from the documentation provided with the datasets and might contain modified URIs that
do not reflect real user names or real user data.
In addition to the datasets mentioned below other open-source datasets will also be used. Each
of the datasets will be used within the context of one or multiple tasks. For each dataset we provide
(where possible):







a short description,
a small example,
its size,
its availability (when it can be available in what form, whether it is public or not),
a brief description that presents the context in which this dataset can be used and
the list of HOBBIT Benchmarks that will use this dataset.
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3.1

Twitter Datasets

This dataset comprises two different subsets. The first subset contains tweets and the second
one contains the Twitter users' network.

3.1.1 Twitter7
The Twitter7 dataset comprises 476 million tweets originating from 20 million users covering a
7 month period from June 1 2009 to December 31 20091. They are sorted by their creation timestamp
and stored in the structure shown in Table 6. In Table 5 we provide a set of statistics for this dataset.
Features
Number of tweets

476,553,560

Number of URLs

181,611,080

Number of Hashtags

49,293,684

Number of re-tweets

71,835,017

Number of users

17,069,982
Table 5: Twitter7 Features

Table 7 shows an example derived from the Twitter7 dataset. It contains posts produced by
Twitter users in multiple languages. The Twitter7 dataset will be available (anonymized) as SPARQL
endpoint or RDF dump in the end of June 2016.
T \t <timestamp> \n
U \t <user ID> \n
W \t <message> \n
\n
Table 6: Twitter7 Structure

T

2009-10-31 23:59:52

U

http://twitter.com/user1

W

Aging Parents Care: Library news: Help for the helpers: resources for caregivers http://bit.ly/2yE146

T

2009-10-31 23:59:58

U

http://twitter.com/user2

W

sim, na Fazenda os mosquitos fizeram a festa comigo, to toda picada D:
Table 7: Twitter7 dataset example

1

https://snap.stanford.edu/data/twitter7.html
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3.1.2 Twitter Social Graph
In July 2009, Twitter has been crawled2 and the social graph (or Twitter "follower" network) has
been stored in a single tab-separated file with the structure shown in Table 8. A small example is
shown in Table 9.
<user id> \t <followers user id> \n
Table 8: Twitter Social Graph Structure

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
Table 9: Twitter Social Graph Example

The two datasets can be easily combined in order to produce a more complete social graph. The
Twitter dataset can be used for the following HOBBIT Benchmarks:






3.2

Sensor Streams Benchmark (T3.1)
Structured Machine Learning Benchmark (T4.2)
Data Storage Benchmark (T5.1)
Query Answering Benchmark (T6.1)
Faceted Browsing Benchmark (T6.2)

ClueWeb12

ClueWeb123 is a dataset comprising 733,019,372 crawled English web pages (~27.3 TB) and it
was created to support research for on information retrieval and human language technologies. The
Crawled web pages at the first half of 2012 are based on seeds from (1) ClueWeb09 (2) Twitter
tweets and (3) WikiTravel. Each ClueWeb12 page is represented in WARC (Web ARChive file)
format (see Table 10 for an example). The data has been filtered and is un-structured. The
ClueWeb12 dataset can be used for the following HOBBIT benchmarks:
WARC/1.0
WARC-Type: response
WARC-Date: 2012-02-12T08:28:02Z
WARC-TREC-ID: clueweb12-0013wb-88-00000
WARC-IP-Address: 97.74.46.128
WARC-Payload-Digest: sha1:2LXCCLVQ42HRZW3YNSU56XUQJ2UO4EDQ

2

http://an.kaist.ac.kr/traces/WWW2010.html

3

http://www.lemurproject.org/clueweb12/specs.php
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WARC-Target-URI: http://www.biotherapy-clinic.com/GI_Ulcerative_Colitis_and_Crohns_Disease.html
WARC-Record-ID: <urn:uuid:ed8ee5f6-9455-48c9-8f93-a7726ae4b89a>
Content-Type: application/http; msgtype=response
Content-Length: 44706
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Sun, 12 Feb 2012 08:28:03 GMT
Server: Apache
Accept-Ranges: bytes
Content-Length: 44545
Connection: close
Content-Type: text/html
<!DOCTYPE
html
PUBLIC
"-//W3C//DTD
XHTML
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">

1.0

Transitional//EN"

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head profile="http://gmpg.org/xfn/11">
...
</head>
<body>
...
</body>
</html>
Table 10: ClueWeb12 File Example





Sensor Streams Benchmark (T3.1)
Question Answering Benchmark (T6.1)
Faceted Browsing Benchmark (T6.2)

Note that in order to be able to use this dataset for T6.1 and T6.2 we need to perform relation
extraction. The ClueWeb12 dataset will be available as a Solar index at the end of June 2016.

3.3

IT Dataset

3.3.1 Introduction
The third domain within the project Hobbit is the IT industry. The main focus here is to monitor
the machine-to-machine, human-to-machine or machine-to-human interactions. In this use-case we
mainly focus on the monitoring of software events and the prediction of faulty behaviour.
The selected software system in this use-case is USU Valuemation. USU’s Valuemation is a
modular software suite for operational IT service management and enterprise service management.
Amongst the modules of the suite are the IT asset management (see Figure 7) supporting all
activities concerning the management and control of IT assets (hardware and software) over their
entire lifecycle. Having control over the assets e.g. allows usage oriented IT investments, better use
of licenses, exhaustion of warranties, and better maintenance planning.
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Figure 7: USU Valuemation – Asset Manager

Another module is the Valuemation Incident Manager (see Figure 8), a professional help desk
software. It supports IT service desk and support staff in efficiently correcting faults and malfunctions
and so in restoring the availability of services and mission-critical applications as fast as possible.
Incidents are systematically recorded and handled based on standardized processes. The final
module is the Valuemation Resource Manager (see Figure 9) that supports enabling efficient and
cost-optimized use of all types of resources. They can be IT-related or other resources, such as
service employees and groups, systems and technical components, services, rooms or the like.
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Figure 8: USU Valuemation – Incident Manager

Figure 9: USU Valuemation - Resource Manager
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3.3.2 IT Dataset Description
All activities of the user as well as the workflows started within the software suite are logged in
event logs. Sessions are logged in session logs. This information can be used in order to identify
usage/workflow patterns that lead to unwanted results or identify actions that lead to a successful
interaction with the software. The event log contains among others the following fields per logged
event:











EVENT_LOG_ID: ID of an event. Continuous (Int)
MESSAGE: Event text. In case of Event_Type = SQL it is the SQL query (String)
EVENT_TYPE: Integers from 0 to 11
o 0: Logging settings changed
o 1: SQL
o 2: Workflow
o 3: Workflow Activity
o 4: Action
o 5: Web request
o 6: Switch Business View
o 7: Switch to-many View
o 8: Switch (activate) window
o 9: Switch search mode
o 10: Switch catalog mode
o 11: Error
START_TIME: start time of the event (02/28/2016 21:06:08,301000)
DURATION: duration in millisecond
NUM_ROWS: number of answers by SQL query
S3USER_ID: Valuemation user key (Int)
SESSION_ID: Session ID (Int)
END_TIME: end time of the event. Calculated by START_TIME + DURATION if
DURATION not NULL.

Some example events are listed in the snippet in Figure 10. The different log entries might be
related with each other by e.g. temporal order or other relations (Figure 11). In certain relations we
can identify patterns relevant to root cause analysis or other use-cases.
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Figure 10: Event log file snippet with event types

Figure 11: Event log file snippet with visualized correlations of the events
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The session log contains among others the following fields per logged event:















SESSION_ID: Session ID. (int)
S3USER_ID: Valuemation user key (int)
LOGINTIME: time stamp logins
LOGOUTIME: time stamp logout, when user logs out manually or system logout
LOGOUTTYPE: type of logout: L = manual logout, EMPTY = timeout or error
HOSTNAME: IP address if web-access, computer name if full-client
SSO_STATE: state of single-sign-on
SSO_USER: user of single-sign-on
SSO_DOMAIN: Domain of single-sign-on
COMMENT1: application comment (string)
COMMENT2: additional comment (string)
PESESSION_OWNER: process-engine
DATCRE: time of initial record in database
DATCHG: time of last change of the record

Due to data protection laws we do not provide any information that relates any entry to any user.
However, in order to identify correlations and patterns in the event log, we need to be able to create
associations between individuals. We will not provide the original data for the benchmarks since we
employ mimicking algorithms to produce data that simulate the original data of each use-case.
The IT Dataset can be used for the following HOBBIT Benchmarks:







3.4

Unstructured Streams Benchmark (T3.2)
Structured Machine Learning Benchmark (T4.2)
Storage Benchmark (T5.1)
Versioning Benchmark (T5.1)
Question Answering Benchmark (T6.1)
Faceted Browsing Benchmark (T6.2)

Printing Machine Dataset

3.4.1 Introduction
The second domain within the project HOBBIT concerns the production industry. The data set
we provide in particular originates from offset printing machines. An offset printing machine consists
of:




a feeder, where the paper is feed to the machine and the machine is adjusted towards
the material used,
some printing units (see Figure 12), the number of them depending on the number of
colors used within the printing process and
optional coating unit for the final finish and the delivery system as the final destination
where the products are stacked.

Each of the units themselves consists of a number of sub-systems. All of them are monitored
via a number of sensors measuring e.g. temperature, voltage, cylinder mileage, pressure
and other measures. These measures are logged within a central log file.
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Figure 12: Offset printing machine

Figure 13: Side view of an offset printing machine unit

3.4.2 Printing Machine Dataset Description
A log entry in the central log file contains different entries identifying the machine, the unit and
part of the machine where the entry was logged, a time stamp, the failure ID and a textual description
of the entry logged.





machine number: the number of the printing machine (string)
context id: the ID of the machine part that logged the entry (string)
time of occurrence: the time stamp of the failure log occurrence (string in ISO8601
format)
failure id: the ID of the failure (integer)
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text: a textual description of the failure log containing the details of the logged entry
including measures and other information. The information is pre-processed by an USU
component which extracts information required in different use-cases (string).

Within the HOBBIT project we will provide a data set by mimicking the original data set of
printing machines. The mimicking data set will be produced when we accomplish (after the first year
of the project) the implementation of the mimicking algorithms (.The original data will not be available
in public. Currently the available dataset is obtained from the operation of 1500 machines over a 3
year period that has logged approximately 6.5 trillion events.
The Print Machine Dataset can be used for the following HOBBIT Benchmarks:






Unstructured Streams Benchmark (T3.2)
Structured Machine Learning Benchmark (T4.2)
Storage Benchmark (T5.1)
Question Answering Benchmark (T6.1)
Faceted Browsing Benchmark (T6.2)

3.4.3 Use Cases
3.4.3.1 Use-Case 1: Hard-Reset
Within the normal state of a machine there will be no resets. However, in certain situations a
machine does a hard reset. This might be done due to some fault or measure outside the tolerance
or done by an operator of the machine for various reasons. A hard reset influences the life span of
a machine and therefore is an unwanted interference within the operation of the machine. If a hard
reset happens once a day is tolerable (see Figure 14). If it happens two to three times is an indicator
for some faulty behaviour. If it happens more than three times a day is an indication that there exists
a serious issue with the machine. The number of resets per day is logged in a separate table.
In order to prevent these hard resets a number of patterns within the log events are identified,
indicating predicted hard resets. These patterns are developed in cooperation with the German
funded Smart Data project SAKE4. For pattern identification we use historical data and scan the daily
occurrence of frequently occurring hard resets (see Figure 14). We then scan previous events in
order to identify patterns of faults or other log events indicating the cause of the hard reset (see
Figure 15).

4

Project Sake web-page: https://www.sake-projekt.de/en/start/
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Figure 14: Mockup of a histogram of daily resets

Figure 15: Mockup of two log entries IDx indicating the hard reset and ID5 and ID9 indicating a fault
pattern before the reset.

3.4.3.2 Use-Case 2: Plausibility Error
In order to monitor the state of the machine, redundant secure mechanisms are implemented.
This can be for example, a pair of switches or a pair of sensors. These redundant mechanisms need
to have the same state, otherwise it is a plausibility error (see Figure 16). If it is a switch, the
mechanisms need to be either on or off, while if it is a sensor, they need to provide the same
measured value within a tolerance of t equal to 2 seconds.

Figure 16: Correct states vs plausibility error

The aim of the use-case is to identify the cause of the fault (see Figure 17). An event before the
plausibility error will lead to the context id of the cause of the error and therefore identify the part of
the machine that caused the error.
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Figure 17: Cause identification of plausibility error

3.4.3.3 Use-Case 3: Utilization
The use of a machine defines the maintenance cycles it needs. This can be either only the
lubrication of the machine (or parts of the machine) or tighten up some loose screws and nuts, but
also the replacement of certain parts. Within the sales process of the printing machine, a certain
usage is predicted in order to calculate the maintenance cycles. However, the usage can be quite
different from the predicted values. This leads to either more or less frequent maintenance cycles of
the machine. In order to predict more accurate maintenance cycles, the actual usage information
from historic log files is used.
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Figure 18: Usage model with original prediction, actual usage and new prediction

In Figure 18, the original prediction compared to the actual usage was quite low. The
maintenance cycle for the machine would need to start earlier than originally planned. In some cases
this can lead to serious issues and down time of a machine can be quite expensive and cost tenthousands of Euros.

3.5

LIVED Data Set

3.5.1 LIVED Data Set Description
LIVED stands for Long Device Level Energy Data and contains measurements collected from
smart plugs and multi-sensors. T A sample of the sensor devices can be seen in Figure 19. The data
has been collected since 2011 and covers approximately 50 households. The typical deployment
package of a household consists of seven smart plugs and four multi-sensors. The smart plugs are
typically configured with a sampling rate of 2 seconds, thus delivering high resolution energy
readings as compared to today’s smart meters that sample at intervals of 15 minutes. The data set
contains more than 11 billion measurements.

Figure 19: Sensor devices used to collect the LIVED dataset. Left: a smart plug. Right: a multi-sensor
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The whole data set is readily available for processing within HOBBIT since the beginning of the
project.. Within the next two months there will be a release of a subset of the data of 2.5 billion
measurements covering 6 households over a period of two years. The details of the data have been
described before [1]. The data set has been used for the extraction of various forms of analytics and
for data exploration including anomaly detection, activity recognition in various contexts. The primary
aim of HOBBIT however is that of energy demand forecasting [2].
Figure 20 below comprises a sample of the data that has been anonymized in order to be
processed in HOBBIT.

Figure 20: Sample of work measurements

The fields are as follows:










ts (timestamp): a timestamp representing the time when the measurement was made
type: a string representing the measurement type (see Table 11)
value: a string representing the measurement value
unit: a string describing the unit of measurement
houseid: an integer representing the house
mac: MAC address of the device (smart plug or multi-sensor) containing the sensors.
The MAC address is an artificially created MAC address and does not contain any
information about the real MAC addresses used
sensor_id: string identifying the sensor. The sensor identifier contains the houseid
concatenated by a unique sensor identifier
year: year identifying the year of the measurement (This is not actually stored, but part
of the partitioning information for efficient access)
month: month identifying the month of the measurement (This is not actually stored, but
part of the partitioning information for efficient access).
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Table 11: Overview of sensors

Measurement Type

Deployed Device

Unit

Data Type

Power

Smart Plug

Watt

Float

Frequency

Smart Plug

Hertz

Float

On state

Smart Plug

n/a

ON|OFF

Voltage

Smart Plug

Volt

Float

Current

Smart Plug

Ampere

Float

Work

Smart Plug

kWh

Float

Motion

Multi Sensor

Motion intensity index

Float

Battery State

Multi Sensor

n/a

LOW|OK

Brightness

Multi Sensor

Lumen

Float

Battery Voltage

Multi Sensor

Volt

Float

Temperature

Multi Sensor

Degree Celsius

Float

The aforementioned dataset can be used for the following benchmarks:






3.6

Unstructured Streams Benchmark (T3.2)
Structured Machine Learning Benchmark (T4.2)
Storage Benchmark (T5.1)
Question Answering Benchmark (T6.1)
Faceted Browsing Benchmark (T6.2)

Weidmüller Energy Data Set Description

3.6.1 Introduction
This data set consists of sensor measurement taken from manufacturing machines. It contains
readings from energy meters as well as sensors that monitor the production process of injection
molding machines.

3.6.2 Dataset Description
Energy related measurements can relate to three different levels:



Level 1 is the highest level of aggregation and energy supply areas in the factory.
Examples of such areas are dedicated assembly lines, compressed air, heating, cooling,
main supply production
Level 2 aggregates energy readings of power buses within the area. For production the
power bus labels typically contain a number identifying the dedicated power bus. For
other aggregation levels such as pressure, heating, cooling the label may contain
additional information. For instance the power busses for air pressure may relate to
compressors or dryers
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Level 3 is the most detailed level of energy readings that includes energy readings on
machine level. Readings are not available for each individual machine. But if they are
available there may several meters installed. For instance a mounting machine may have
several meters for the respective machine components (see Figure 21b).

Figure 21: a) Visualization of energy meter
aggregation levels b) meters on machine
level

Sensor in an injection moulding machine monitors for instance pressure, distances, forces and
temperatures. Overall the data set contains time-stamped values containing more than 120
dimensions. Additional data includes:







alarm logs,
changes in the settings of the operational parameters of the machine,
metadata containing general information about the machine,
metadata about the tools used,
protocol data from the monitoring system containing information about the quality of the
process and
information about the quality.

The data set used in this project encompasses about 120 million measurements points. The data
set is available from the start of the project. The data will only be available in its synthesized form
using the mimicking algorithms developed in HOBBIT. The data is available in CSV format. Each
data point consists of a timestamp and corresponding payload data.
Energy readings consists of an additional timestamp marking the end of an interval for aggregated
energy readings. Data is recorded with varying temporal resolution varying from 15 minutes intervals
to seconds intervals. Figure 22 shows a sample of energy readings. Table 12 shows the schema for
the sensor data. The reading records contain the following fields:


A time string formatted as “dd.mm.yyyy hh:mm:ss” representing the end of the time interval,



A time string formatted as “dd.mm.yyyy hh:mm:ss” representing the start of the time interval and



A variable number of field for the respective meters. Values contain the electric power in the unit
kilowatt
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Zeitstempel
(Intervallende)
17.12.2014 00:15
17.12.2014 00:30
17.12.2014 00:45
17.12.2014 01:00
17.12.2014 01:15
17.12.2014 01:30
17.12.2014 01:45
17.12.2014 02:00
17.12.2014 02:15
17.12.2014 02:30
17.12.2014 02:45
17.12.2014 03:00
17.12.2014 03:15
17.12.2014 03:30
17.12.2014 03:45
17.12.2014 04:00
17.12.2014 04:15
17.12.2014 04:30
17.12.2014 04:45
17.12.2014 05:00
17.12.2014 05:15
17.12.2014 05:30
17.12.2014 05:45
17.12.2014 06:00
17.12.2014 06:15
17.12.2014 06:30
17.12.2014 06:45
17.12.2014 07:00
17.12.2014 07:15
17.12.2014 07:30
17.12.2014 07:45
17.12.2014 08:00

Zeitintervall
Meter 1
Meter 2
Meter 3
(formatiert)
[kW]
[kW]
[kW]
17.12.2014 00:00
623.968
574.321
17.12.2014 00:15
550.986
628.689
17.12.2014 00:30
634.186
596.246
17.12.2014 00:45
639.905
623.145
17.12.2014 01:00
551.509
608.475
17.12.2014 01:15
461.862
536.586
17.12.2014 01:30
552.348
608.919
17.12.2014 01:45
545.885
577.046
17.12.2014 02:00
503.683
591.525
17.12.2014 02:15
486.875
554.741
17.12.2014 02:30
567.129
572.230
17.12.2014 02:45
617.727
610.059
17.12.2014 03:00
777.552
583.255
17.12.2014 03:15
582.131
554.456
17.12.2014 03:30
580.657
559.810
17.12.2014 03:45
545.093
550.685
17.12.2014 04:00
602.994
556.610
17.12.2014 04:15
587.723
504.016
17.12.2014 04:30
624.459
496.190
17.12.2014 04:45
610.075
502.210
17.12.2014 05:00
639.097
558.289
17.12.2014 05:15
596.531
532.055
17.12.2014 05:30
613.830
559.144
17.12.2014 05:45
552.301
528.951
17.12.2014 06:00
596.974
543.525
17.12.2014 06:15
530.091
509.846
17.12.2014 06:30
509.370
533.640
17.12.2014 06:45
515.010
553.030
17.12.2014 07:00
574.194
556.705
17.12.2014 07:15
543.398
559.905
17.12.2014 07:30
713.172
681.093
17.12.2014 07:45
601.965
709.640

Meter 4
[kW]
2,945.521
2,944.000
2,720.444
2,937.156
2,819.802
2,716.642
2,564.563
2,808.396
2,716.642
2,663.921
2,712.079
2,663.921
3,010.154
2,822.084
2,816.000
2,517.925
2,732.356
2,739.200
2,714.360
2,514.884
2,856.554
2,817.521
2,865.679
2,693.323
3,234.470
3,325.719
3,228.642
3,002.044
3,318.114
3,452.198
3,778.914
3,391.367

46.000
41.731
43.929
39.731
37.659
39.929
45.434
38.614
37.236
37.200
41.469
46.257
44.848
44.412
42.071
44.717
42.083
40.836
40.024
45.434
40.943
41.576
40.048
44.269
54.491
54.412
60.998
55.378
61.798
62.388
66.669
65.248

Meter 5
Meter 6
Meter 7
Meter 8
Meter 9
Meter 10
Meter 11
Meter 12 Meter 13
[kW]
[kW]
[kW]
[kW]
[kW]
[kW]
[kW]
[kW]
[kW]
230.020
131.438
72.166
169.695
104.285
12.412
287.240
0.000
148.372
208.665
137.410
74.329
163.390
114.867
11.624
284.895
0.000
156.562
217.315
136.048
78.281
153.885
112.095
12.764
284.800
0.000
156.800
217.600
128.238
64.428
169.125
112.000
11.636
287.905
0.000
138.170
226.915
98.503
56.238
166.495
105.790
14.317
288.000
0.000
140.705
217.885
110.020
59.105
169.505
111.810
4.697
263.160
0.000
150.115
186.551
129.030
63.081
150.970
108.895
4.788
287.240
0.000
142.638
170.075
126.495
64.752
169.030
111.905
4.024
294.210
0.000
133.085
175.810
118.638
59.366
166.495
104.238
4.000
275.770
0.000
159.192
169.790
126.162
63.857
166.400
113.315
4.000
272.095
0.000
144.475
178.915
109.323
62.448
157.085
112.048
4.776
265.790
0.000
144.000
172.990
135.192
71.715
169.220
110.448
4.024
256.285
0.000
134.685
175.905
134.448
64.238
166.495
108.848
4.388
280.840
0.000
159.240
176.000
128.190
70.210
166.400
113.457
4.400
281.600
0.000
146.028
172.895
137.315
70.400
141.560
115.152
4.012
278.495
0.000
153.362
191.430
126.733
58.756
153.220
110.543
4.388
275.295
0.000
134.970
167.160
101.560
50.638
153.600
108.848
4.012
281.410
0.000
160.792
175.715
97.695
52.729
166.020
115.010
4.388
272.285
0.000
146.075
179.105
105.362
55.905
144.665
112.095
4.400
262.685
0.000
142.495
169.885
121.125
62.986
150.210
113.552
4.400
281.030
0.000
137.743
182.020
106.075
53.885
156.610
105.838
4.012
294.020
0.000
167.097
185.505
113.362
62.139
159.905
113.362
4.000
294.400
0.000
166.448
191.810
112.048
85.687
147.580
112.048
5.941
294.400
0.000
189.687
192.000
113.552
108.911
175.144
116.657
18.420
306.820
0.000
187.295
250.994
129.125
129.006
207.049
123.010
28.503
316.515
0.000
250.851
255.905
137.362
136.586
217.315
127.857
29.188
341.640
0.000
286.954
237.370
142.257
141.457
189.656
129.552
32.305
348.610
0.000
298.867
239.905
147.057
118.313
213.640
126.495
33.564
345.695
0.000
277.465
218.265
145.648
123.810
226.820
135.715
38.257
367.335
0.000
279.905
261.069
130.075
116.238
242.725
131.343
45.774
352.475
0.000
284.657
268.610
154.440
127.644
227.675
146.725
54.539
358.210
0.000
308.087
265.695
150.543
131.105
245.830
145.648
53.248
327.351
0.000
318.115

Figure 22: Sample of energy readings
Index
0
1
2
3
5
8
9
14
23
31
32
33
34
35
36
40
41
51
75
98
99
100
101

HostVariablename
Type
Vorkommastellen
Nachkommastellen
Dimension
Date
Time
Cycle
Var_3
N
10
0
Var_5
N
10
0
bar
Var_8
N
10
0
1/min
Var_9
N
8
2
mm
Var_14
N
3
0
Var_23
N
3
2
s
Var_31
N
3
2
s
Var_32
N
10
0
°C
Var_33
N
10
0
°C
Var_34
N
10
0
°C
Var_35
N
10
0
°C
Var_36
N
8
2
ccm
Var_40
N
10
0
bar
Var_41
N
10
0
bar
Var_51
N
10
0
1/min
Var_75
N
9
1
*10kN
Var_98
N
10
0
Cycles
Var_99
N
10
0
Part
Var_100
N
Var_101
N
10
0
kN
Table 12: Sensor Measurements schema and a small example of measurement data

The dataset can be used for the following HOBBIT Benchmarks:






Unstructured Streams Benchmark (T3.2)
Structured Machine Learning Benchmark (T4.2)
Storage Benchmark (T5.1)
Versioning Benchmark (T5.2)
Question Answering Benchmark (T6.1)
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Faceted Browsing Benchmark (T6.2)

3.6.3 Use Case Description
The data is used in two solutions offered by Weidmüller powered by AGT Analytics:
1. Peak Load Analytics – in this use case the objective is to save energy costs by predicting
and avoiding peaks in energy consumption (see Figure 23) and
2. Predictive Maintenance and Anomaly Detection – in this use case the objective is to
detect anomalies and predict when machines need maintenance (see Figure 24).

Figure 23: Use-case Peak-load Analytics

Figure 24: Anomaly detection use case
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3.7

Traffic Data Archive

TomTom’s traffic data archive contains approximately 15 trillion (1.5 x 1013) speed
measurements from hundreds of millions road segments all over the world, mostly based on
anonymized GPS positioning data collected with user’s consent. This data has been used to extract
the recurrent traffic patterns and adds this to digital navigation maps as a map layer. Statistical traffic
data also form an important input set for TomTom’s live traffic fusion engine. Probe data is being
used for custom-made traffic and demand analysis. Furthermore, archived positioning data is used
to improve digital maps, road geometry and map attributes. Below we provide an example of the
transport dataset. The text file contains a simple textual representation of the trace data (GPS fixes).
Each line of the text file is representing a single GPS fix. The lines are sorted by time stamp of the
corresponding GPS fix (ascending). The format of each line is
<UTC unix time stamp [ms]> <longitude [°]> <latitude [°]> <speed [m/s]>
Information about the ontologies employed for representing transport information is given in
Table 13. An example of the text file is provided in Table 14. Note that one such file is created per
trip.
The HOBBIT benchmarks that can use the TomTom's Dataset are:






3.8

Unstructured Streams Benchmark (T3.2)
Linking Discovery Benchmark (T4.1)
Data Storage Benchmark (T5.1)
Question Answering Benchmark (T6.1)
Faceted Browsing Benchmark (T6.2)

Transport Dataset

This dataset contains descriptions of train connections and is provided by TomTom. The
HOBBIT benchmarks that can use the Transport Dataset are:





Unstructured Streams Benchmark (T3.2)
Data Storage Benchmark (T5.1)
Question Answering Benchmark (T6.1)
Faceted Browsing Benchmark (T6.2)

hydra: <http://www.w3.org/ns/hydra/core>
Properties about the interface to let clients control it.
Used concepts: Collection, PagedCollection, TemplatedLink, IriTemplate
Used properties: property, required, member, search, nextPage, previousPage, template, mapping
lc: <http://semweb.mmlab.be/ns/linkedconnections>
Dataset concepts and properties specific to Linked Connections.
Used classes: Connection
Used properties: arrivalTime, arrivalStop, departureTime, departureStop, nextConnection,
arrivalDelay, departureDelay, departureTimeQuery,
gtfs: <http://vocab.gtfs.org/terms>
Dataset concepts and properties related to the GTFS format.
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Used classes: Trip
Table 13: Transport Ontologies

1305093212000 13.587170 52.425710 8.33
1305093213000 13.587030 52.425690 8.33
1305093214000 13.586920 52.425690 8.33
1305093215000 13.586810 52.425660 8.33
1305093216000 13.586730 52.425650 3.89
1305093217000 13.586680 52.425650 3.89
1305093218000 13.586620 52.425640 3.89
1305093219000 13.586580 52.425630 3.89
1305093220000 13.586530 52.425630 3.89
1305093221000 13.586470 52.425630 3.89
1305093222000 13.586370 52.425600 3.89
1305093223000 13.586310 52.425590 3.89
1305093224000 13.586250 52.425580 3.89
1305093225000 13.586200 52.425580 3.89
1305093226000 13.586140 52.425570 3.89
1305093227000 13.586090 52.425640 12.50
1305093228000 13.586040 52.425740 12.50
Table 14: An example text file for transport data

3.9

Summary

Table 15 and Table 16 below provide a short summary of the datasets and the corresponding
benchmarks. Note that all benchmarks are covered by the HOBBIT datasets we propose in this
document.
Table 15: Dataset and corresponding benchmarks

Dataset

Benchmarks

Twitter7 & Twitter Social Graph

Sensor Streams (T3.1), Structured Machine Learning (T4.2),
Data Storage (T5.1), Query Answering (T6.1), Faceted
Browsing (T6.2)

ClueWeb

Sensor Streams (T3.1), Question Answering (T6.1), Faceted
Browsing (T6.2)

IT Dataset

Unstructured Streams (T3.2), Structured Machine Learning
(T4.2), Data Storage (T5.1), Question Answering (T6.1),
Faceted Browsing (T6.2)

Print Machine Dataset

Unstructured Streams (T3.2), Structured Machine Learning
(T4.2), Data Storage (T5.1), Question Answering (T6.1),
Faceted Browsing (T6.2)
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LIVED Dataset

Unstructured Streams (T3.2), Structured Machine Learning
(T4.2), Data Storage (T5.1), Question Answering (T6.1),
Faceted Browsing (T6.2)

Weidmüller
Dataset

Unstructured Streams (T3.2), Structured Machine Learning
(T4.2), Data Storage (T5.1), Versioning (T5.2), Question
Answering (T6.1), Faceted Browsing (T6.2)

Transport Dataset

Unstructured Streams (T3.2), Data Storage (T5.1), Question
Answering (T6.1), Faceted Browsing (T6.2)

Traffic Data Archive

Unstructured Streams (T3.2), Linking Discovery (T4.1), Data
Storage (T5.1), Question Answering (T6.1), Faceted Browsing
(T6.2)

Table 16: Benchmark and corresponding dataset(s)

Benchmark

Dataset

Sensor Streams (T3.1)

Twitter7 & Twitter Social Graph, ClueWeb
Datasets

Unstructured Streams (T3.2)

IT, Print Machine, LIVED, Weidmüller,,
Transport, Traffic Data Archive Datasets

Link Discovery (T4.1)

Traffic Data Archive

Structured Machine Learning (T4.2)

Twitter7 & Twitter Social Graph, IT, Print
Machine, LIVED, Weidmüller, Transport, Traffic
Data Archive Datasets

Data Storage (T5.1)

Twitter7 & Twitter Social Graph, IT, Print
Machine, LIVED, Weidmüller, Transport, Traffic
Data Archive Datasets

Versioning (T5.2)

Weidmüller Dataset

Question Answering (T6.1)

Twitter7 & Twitter Social Graph, ClueWeb, IT,
Print Machine, LIVED, Weidmüller, Transport,
Traffic Archive Datasets

Faceted Browsing (T6.2)

Twitter7 & Twitter Social Graph, ClueWeb, IT,
Print Machine, LIVED, Weidmüller, Transport,
Traffic Archive Datasets
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